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Summary
This paper reflects on issues affecting the way we might prioritise ecosystem services for inclusion in
ecosystem accounting. It draws on the recent experience of the UK National Ecosystem Assessment
(UK NEA) and recent discussions in England around the idea of a ‘natural asset check’; the aim is to
draw some lessons that might assist environmental accountants to identify priorities within their
own countries.
It is argued that, from the UK perspective, if an accounts‐based approach to undertaking a natural
asset check is adopted, then criteria for the selection of ecosystem services to be included in the
analysis are:


the need to identify and report on the changes in the underpinning ‘supporting’ or
‘intermediate services’, because these more fully capture the integrity of ecosystems and
are often the target of policy or management interventions;



the identification of those final ecosystem services which are essential, or make the greatest
contribution to social and economic well‐being;



the identification of where the greatest risks to the output of final ecosystem services are,
given the possibility of large and irreversible [non‐marginal] impacts; and,



the identification of where loss of ecosystem integrity would impose significant restoration
costs on future generations.

Although the availability of information is a major practical constraint, it is argued that selection of
services for any experimental accounting framework should be ‘needs‐’ and ‘risk‐based’ rather than
data driven. For the final services included in such work, accounts must document the demand for
ecosystem services as well as the capacity of ecosystems to supply them. A primary function of such
exploratory exercises would be to highlight current information gaps and strategies for overcoming
them.
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Prioritisation of Ecosystem Services for Ecosystem Accounting
Background
1. This paper reflects on issues affecting the way we might prioritise ecosystem services for
inclusion in ecosystem accounting. It draws on the recent experience of the UK National
Ecosystem Assessment (UK NEA) and recent discussions in England around the idea of a ‘natural
asset check’. The aim of this paper is to explore the role accounting approaches might play in
future work, and in particular, where the focus of effort might be placed to ensure its usefulness.
Such experience may help discussions in the wider international community in terms of their
efforts to provide guidance on constructing ‘meaningful’ national level physical and monetary
accounts.
2. In the recently published Environment White Paper for England (EWPE)1, the importance of
sustaining natural capital was noted: ‘like any financial asset, it needs to be properly defined,
managed and protected in order to continue to provide benefits’ (Para 3.31). To accomplish this
goal a number of measures are considered, including establishing independent Natural Capital
Committee that will provide advice on:
 When, where and how natural assets are being used unsustainably;
 Where action to protect and improve natural capital should be focussed for greatest
impact on well‐being; and,
 Research priorities.
As a first step is a scoping study for a ‘natural capital asset check’ is proposed.
3. Interest in such a ‘natural asset check’ comes from a number of sources. These include, most
directly, the recommendations of the Government Economic Service Review on the economics
of sustainable development (Price et al., 2010), which suggested that such a check would be
helpful in monitoring the impact of Government policies on specific environmental assets. More
generally, interest has been stimulated by the completion of the UK National Ecosystem
Assessment (UK NEA, 2011), which found that in the UK roughly 30% of the services generated
eight broad aquatic and terrestrial habitat types are declining, while many others were found to
be in a reduced or degraded state. If, according to the Environment White Paper, we ‘as a
generation are to leave the natural environment of England in a better state than it inherited’
(EWPE, Summary para. 2) then on‐going monitoring of the state of our natural capital is needed.
Availability of the UK NEA prompts the question of whether such assessments constitute the
kind of asset check that is required to achieve such a goal and, therefore, what role (if any)
ecosystem accounting might play in helping decision making related to sustainability.
4. It is not appropriate here to discuss the relative merits of ecosystem assessments and ecosystem
accounting as alternative or complementary frameworks. Instead, this paper starts from the
position that ecosystem accounting is fundamental to undertaking the kind of natural asset
check being considered by the UK (for further discussion of this issue see Howard et al., 2011).
The paper explores more specifically how we might prioritise the kinds of service that are
included in the accounts to ensure its maximum utility to decision makers. These issues are
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especially important to consider when looking at experimental accounts as part of a ‘proof of
concept’ exercise.
5. It is argued that the prioritisation of ecosystem services in national accounting exercises
should be based on understandings of needs, risk and restoration costs, rather than data
availability alone. In the UK, the NEA has given us some insight into the importance of different
ecosystem services. The proposals for the natural asset check implies that we should focus on
where the natural capital base is most vulnerable, in terms of potentially irreversible change. It is
suggested that to build accounts that are useful for making an audit of our natural capital, then a
broader definition of risk is probably required, but that initiatives such as the UK NEA can assist
in identifying where the focus of any accounting exercise might lie.
Defining natural capital for accounting purposes
6. Although ecosystem accounts have a pragmatic purpose, in that they are essentially decision
support tools, their structure must reflect our understanding of how ecosystems work. Despite
the differences in the way ecosystem services have been defined, there is broad agreement in
the research literature that fundamentally two ‘tiers’ have to be considered (Figure 1). First, the
‘final ecosystem services’ are the basis of the goods and benefits that are valued by people.
Second, the ecological structures and functions that underpin the ‘final’ ecosystem outputs;
these are sometimes referred to as ‘supporting’ or ‘intermediate’ services (Potschin and Haines‐
Young, 2011). Both constitute what is generally taken to be ‘natural capital’. Both also
correspond to the notion of an ‘asset’, that is something that can produce value.
7. If the ‘two‐tier’ model of ecosystems services is accepted, then it follows that for the integrity of
the natural asset base to be represented or ‘checked’ using accounts, then both aspects of
ecosystems have to be included. CICES (Haines‐Young and Potschin, 2010 & 2011) deals only
with the set of final services, since the focus here is on: (a) understanding the contributions that
these services make to human well‐being; and (b) avoiding the problem of ‘double counting’ that
Figure 1: The structure of ecosystem accounts that might support a ‘natural asset check’ and
integrated economic and environmental accounting approaches.
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would arise if the underpinning structures and functions that may support several final services
are valued separately. Thus while CICES can help us to identify services that are not currently
captured in the System of National Accounts (SNA), as well as the services that support those
already included, it does not fully define the types of accounts that are needed to characterise
natural capital and to undertake a natural asset check.
8. The problem of extending CICES to supporting services was explored in the discussion that led
up to the initial draft proposal, and it was decided to exclude them from the classification.
However, this does not mean that they should be overlooked. In the wider context of accounts,
some of the complexities in handling the underpinning structures and processes can be
addressed by viewing the final services as functions underlying natural capital assets,
characterised in terms of their stocks and condition or quality. Condition (or quality) refers to the
capability of each unit of stock to generate a unit of service. It is suggested that these stock and
condition accounts are used to represent the ‘supporting’ or ‘intermediate’ elements shown in
Figure 1. An understanding of both elements is required because changes in the output of a final
service can be due to changes either in the extent of an ecosystem or its condition.
9. For example, a full ecosystem account for the service ‘carbon sequestration’ would require
documentation of the changes in area of the different ecosystem units (usually habitats and/or
soil types) in the region of interest, together with tables describing the current capacity of these
different units to take up or loose carbon per unit of stock. These same ecosystem units may be
involved in the generation of other services, such as surface water runoff, the output of which
would in turn be captured in an additional sets of condition accounts. The general structure of
the ‘multi‐functional’ ecosystem accounts would therefore be something like that shown in
Figure 2.
Figure 2: Relationship between final ecosystem services and the assessment of asst stocks and conditions
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10. The rationale for prioritising the inclusion of accounts for the underlying ecological structures
and processes in any set of ecosystem accounts is three‐fold:
a.

The accounts for the underlying structures provide a way of analysing the relationships
between the different service outputs and hence the potential trade‐offs and synergies that
need to be taken note of in any policy decision.

b.

The accounts for the underlying structures and processes can identify the points at which
management interventions occur (e.g. by increasing the stock of a habitat or its condition),
and hence enable the impacts of policy to be accessed using environmental accounts.

c.

The accounts for the underlying structures and processes also help identify those services
that support economic activity but which are not captured in the SNA in a more explicit way
(cf. Figure 1).

11. Clearly the suggestion that the development of experimental ecosystem service accounts should
include both final and intermediate services adds complexity to the task. There is also the
potential problem that by having to take note of particular ecological structures and processes
that give rise to the final services, standardised accounting approaches are more difficult to
design. However, as Figure 2 suggests, if something like CICES is used as the analytical
framework, comparison can be made at that level so that common understandings are possible
in terms of final services. The role of the accounts of underlying structures and processes is to
capture the particular conditions or circumstances that give rise to the final services that are of
interest in different countries or regions.
12. In the wider discussions of supporting or intermediate services, board scale processes such as
‘nutrient cycling’, ‘soil formation’ and ’primary production’ are often identified as the types of
component that needs to be considered. Recognition of the fundamental role that biodiversity
plays in service output is also often stressed in such discussions. The problem of dealing with
these underpinning ecosystem functions and processes, and biodiversity, in any accounting
system is finding ways of connecting them to the final services that are of more interest to
decision makers. The approach suggested in Figure 2 provides a pragmatic way forward. If the
definition of the ecosystem units and the condition measures associated with them are
framed with reference to these underpinning structures and functions, or biodiversity
characteristics, then the integrity of these supporting or intermediate services can be captured
into the accounts.
13. For example, in relation to carbon sequestration, if the stock and condition classes used to
estimate uptake or loss of carbon are defined in relation to the conservation status of the
different habitats, then changes in this final service can be related to changes in the underlying
biodiversity characteristics of the ecosystem units. Similarly, for services based on the harvest of
biomass in some form, differences in primary or secondary productivity could be used to
characterise the stock and condition classes of the different ecosystem units that underpin these
types of output. When looked at in this way, the land cover or habitats tables shown in Figure 2
are thus not simply used to disaggregate the accounts, but to capture the status of the
underpinning elements of natural capital so that a comprehensive account of ecosystem services
to be drawn up.
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Figure 3: Use of the conclusions from the UK NEA as a guide to the construction of ecosystem accounts to
support a natural asset check (after UK NEA, 2011).

The conclusions in each cell are based on a set of
qualitative expert‐judgements informed by the
available evidence on status and trends of an agreed
set of indicators or proxies; the conclusion were
tested by peer review and stakeholder consultation.

14. Thus if a target set of final services are agreed as the basis for developing the experimental
framework for ecosystem accounts, it is suggested that priority should be given to exploring how
ecosystem units of different kinds can be defined to characterise variation in the underlying
natural asset stocks and their condition. Using this approach ecosystem structures and processes
that only indirectly generate economic or social benefits can be more fully represented in
accounting frameworks.
Defining priorities for an asset check based on ecosystem accounts
15. In the UK the NEA could clearly serve as a guide to which ecosystem services might be included
in a set of experimental accounts. The experience suggests that in other countries, where such a
formal assessment is not available, a more focused but rapid process of consultation and
stakeholder engagement might be useful to help prioritise user needs. An exercise on the scale
of the UK NEA is probably not required. The scoping phase could be largely qualitative,
designed to identify the services in which potential users are interested, and the types of
application that the accounts need support. To illustrate how such a scoping exercise might
proceed, the UK experience is worth considering further.
16. As noted in the introduction, this paper was prompted by discussions in the UK about the need
to undertake a natural asset check that would build on the results of the UK NEA. The
Government Economic Service Review (Price et al., 2010: p45), which first recommended such
an asset check, suggested that it should focus on assessing the effect of policy on natural assets
that are essential to social and economic activity. For them, the key question is whether national
policies or projects might be degrading critical assets, and in particular whether there was a
6

danger of ‘large and irreversible [non‐marginal] impacts’. In the context of our ‘UK case study’,
the Government Economic Service Review is clearly useful because it helps define user needs,
and in particular what assessment and accounting exercises would need achieve to be effective
in supporting decisions.
17. The UK NEA examined the changing capacity of a broad set of ecosystem types to deliver an
agreed set of final ecosystem services (Figure 3). On the basis of the findings of the UK NEA the
priority services that might form part of any asset check appear to be as follows (CICES
equivalents in parentheses):
 Provisioning: Fish (Commercial fisheries); and, water supply (Water abstraction);


Cultural: Environmental settings (Symbolic; and, Intellectual and Experiential); and,



Regulating and maintenance: Hazard (Air, water and mass flow regulation); disease and
pests (pest and disease control); pollination (pollination); noise (no CICES equivalent); water
quality (water quality regulation); and, soil quality (pedogenesis and soil quality regulation).

18. Although the results of the UK NEA are therefore helpful by itself it clearly does not constitute a
national asset check. On the one hand, it mainly focussed on final service output rather than the
integrity of the processes that underpinned them. As argued above, it is essential to capture
these underpinning structures and services in any set of accounts that represent natural capital
as an asset. On the other, it mainly focussed on the capacity of ecosystems to supply these final
services rather than the adequacy of output in relation to societal demand. Both aspects would
be more adequately treated by the development of natural asset accounts, and the availability
of the Government Economic Service Review on the economics of sustainable development can
help us identify more precisely what we need to know about these ‘priority’ services.
19. Price et al. (2010) suggest that a natural asset check should primarily be concerned with ‘large,
irreversible impacts on assets that are essential to social and economic activity’ [p9]. While the
ex ante identification of thresholds and potentially irreversible change are not easy (see POST,
2011), some progress might be made by using the qualitative results of the UK NEA shown in
Figure 3. The assessment results can be used to select those services that have been judged as
most important. These can then be investigated in more detail to identify any criticalities
existing in terms of the underlying supporting services, and how they might be assessed given
current data resources. In other words, the prioritisation of services is mainly based on risk and
an understanding of needs.
20. The extent to which a natural asset check, and the ecosystem accounts that support it, should
only focus on the potential for large and potentially irreversible change is, however, open to
debate. Thresholds are inherently difficult to identify given the current state of knowledge, and
so a more precautionary approach might be advisable. This could allow users to explore notions
of criticality in terms of limits of acceptable change. Natural asset accounts could be helpful in
this context, because they would help us consider the synergies and conflicts between service
outputs as a result of changes in underlying ecological structures and functions (e.g. habitat
units and biodiversity characteristics or conservation status).
21. If experimental accounts are developed as part of a natural asset check in the UK, we suggest
that it would be advisable to examine with potential users whether framing risk narrowly in
terms of the danger of irreversible change is either helpful or indeed possible. The implication of
7

including the analysis of reversible and irreversible in the natural asset check would, however,
clearly mean that the scope of the accounting exercise would be broader. As a constraint it is
suggested therefore, that the analysis might focus on those reversible and irreversible changes
where there is a risk of imposing significant restoration costs on future generations.

Conclusions
22. If ‘meaningful’ national level physical and monetary accounts are to be constructed, then
amongst other uses they must be able to support exercises such as a natural asset check. Indeed
it is perhaps essential that the opportunity is taken to use accounts for such purposes, to
demonstrate better how accounts differ from more general ecosystem assessments. More
fundamentally, such exercises help us better understand how integrated economic and
environmental accounting would address the needs of decision makers. Although the availability
of information is always a key, practical constraint, it is argued that the criteria for selecting
services in any experimental accounting framework should primarily be ‘needs‐’ and ‘risk‐based’
rather than data driven. A primary function of such exploratory exercises must be to highlight
current information gaps and strategies for overcoming them. The recent experience in the UK
illustrates some of the issues that might need to be considered in the design of future work.
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